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Violet and Ruby are two sisters with a lot of stuff. Ever since they were
little, they have collected the same things so they had two of each
thing in their house. Ruby grows sick of being cramped and cluttered
and decides to move out. She packs up her half of the collection and
moves into her own house across town. She has the space she wants,
but something is not quite right and Violet knows exactly what it is.
Violet comes with a team to pick up Ruby’s house and move it to the
new double lot that she bought. Now both sisters live right next to
each other and are each able to have their collections, but more importantly they can be together.
A fun, silly story about what really matters, The Two Mutch Sisters is a
read that kids will enjoy. With adorable illustrations that highlight the
sisters’ two equally large but individualized collections, this book is
sure to entertain. The mountains of stuff are accompanied with a fun
narrative full of the most random things. While the pictures are definitely a highlight with their accurate portrayal of the story, the thing
that will draw readers to the book is the lesson that can be learned
from it. There is such a thing as too much stuff, as the play-on-words
in the title cleverly portrays, and it’s not about what you have, but the
relationships you have. Toys and instruments and plants and collectibles sure will fill up your house, but it isn’t until you appreciate the
people you love that you will ever have enough.
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